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We are ASL 
Productions. 
A full-service video 
production company  
headquartered in New 
York City.
The way content is created as well as the

messages being used to market are changing

rapidly as we all adjust to the world around us.

For those that are looking to create marketing

materials, find creative ways to launch products

or get a message out to your audience, we would

like to show you the services we still offer. We

plan to continue making quality content and

ensure your message is appropriate and effective

during Covid-19 and beyond.
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OUR APPROACH

STRIKING THE 
RIGHT TONE

PROVIDE
VALUE

MAKING AN 
IMPACT

TELLING YOUR 
STORY

• Appropriate 
messaging during 
Covid-19

• Reaching your 
audience

• Standing out from 
the crowd

• Making content that 
sets you apart

• Professional 
content that 
overdelivers

• At a budget that 
works for you in 
these tough times

• Finding the message 
that will resonate

• What set’s you 
apart?

• How do you fit in to 
today’s world?
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ANIMATIONS &
INFOGRAPHICS
Where before a company video may have

been the best way to tell your story, now

Animations and Infographics are a great

solution to not being in your office to film

interviews and collect B-Roll.

Infographics drive stats, graphs and

stories perfect for product launches or

information heavy videos. Animations are

a great way to tell a more emotional

story and reach an audience.

We will storyboard out the entire project

for you before we begin animating and

work with you to create a script that fits

your need. Our VO artists and animators

have everything they need to create

great content from their homes.



INFOGRAPHICS & ANIMATION EXAMPLES

https://vimeo.com/404769497/e644ddbdd1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rflNS--nWMw&list=PL27-dygCExiQlmy71rFSMNHKn5DWGvsfG&index=
https://vimeo.com/409833614/fd4c943d7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=210amZcF6ko


Upgraded
User Generated
Content
Everyone is filming from home these days but the question is;
how do you get your OGC to stand out? One of the best

options is a combination of content generated at home by the
user and professional editing.

A service that we offer is one in which we take videos our
clients work on themselves and film on their phones, and

upgrade it to have a higher production value, slick graphics
and music.

We work with our clients to help give hints on best practices
for getting the most out of their at home videos. We also can

supplement with photos, stock video or existing content to
build well-rounded video content that still has an at home
personal feel.
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UPGRADED UGC EXAMPLES

Download Deck To Watch Examples! 

https://vimeo.com/409842247/30d389b89c
https://vimeo.com/409813009/0511150a41
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Rethinking
Existing
Assets

PHOTOS ONLY PHOTOS & VIDEO

Getting people together for shoots can be tough during new 

social distancing guidelines, but content is still important. 

Especially for E-Commerce brands that are using this time to sell 

to their customers online. 

A great solution for this is to repurpose existing photos and video 

and turn them into fun, energetic and eye-catching content for 

social. By using photos that were taken for past campaigns or 

product videos, we can create videos that grab the attention of 

your audience and provide additional content without having to 

film anything new!

https://vimeo.com/409842969/553416eddf
https://vimeo.com/409910788/7c910e8c03
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@ASLProductions

contact@ASLProductions.com

310.570.6676

THANK YOU!
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